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Can't stop love!!
All my love can never be away
From your love, you never know my words
I wanna touch your love, can't never be without you
everyday and night
Can't stop heart!!
All my heart can never be away
From your eyes, you never feel my kiss
I wanna touch your heart, can't never be without you
now so hold on me
There is a silence that I feel forced
When we have break after time we two laugh
Thinking myself we are close and tight
Pretending like only friends
Wish I could say I love you my dear
Wish you could say you love me more
Feel so sad 'cause I don't know how you
Feel for me everytime we meet, you and me
Can't stop love!!
All my love can never be away
From your love, you never know my words
I wanna touch your love, can't never be without you
everyday and night
Can't stop heart!!
All my heart can never be away
From your eyes, you never feel my kiss
I wanna touch your heart, can't never be without you
now so hold on me
There is a silence that I feel tense
When we have reak after time we two talk
Hoping myself to be close and tight
Acting like we're something more
Wish I could say I love you my dear
Wish you could say you love me more
Feel so strange 'cause I know how I love
Feel for you like a big romance, you and me
Can't stop love!!
All my love can get no way returned
From your love, you never make me calm
I wanna take your heart, can't never stop loving you
every day and night
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Can't stop heart!!
All my heart can get no doubt to love
In your eyes, I see the light for love
I wanna take your heart, can't never wait tonight so now
just hold on me
Can't stop love!!
Al
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